
Hi !

Fall is by far my favourite season. When the weather starts to turn and that chill appears

in the air, I get both excited and a little sad; sad for the summer that never lasts as long

or is as enjoyed as much as it should be, and excited for all things pumpkin spice (yes! I

am *that* girl!), tea in the evenings and cozy sweaters. If I got to change things about

autumn, it would last longer than 10 minutes and not be followed by six months of that

other season... alas, I'm not in charge.  So enjoy this transition! Here's to gathering the

final harvest from the garden, yard work, long walks through the neighbourhood to enjoy

the beauty, fires in the backyard, and a return to cooking and baking homey, comfortable

goodness again.... on that note:

DELICIOUS APPLE CRISP

In my mind, this is the quintessential fall dessert; it's easy, it's warm, and it smells like

autumn. Unfortunately, Husband doesn't like cooked fruit. WHAT?! That's right. No pies,

no crumbles...  it's rough. So, I make these kinds of desserts when we are entertaining: he

mostly complains minimally and I don't have to eat all of it by myself. ;) 

I made this crisp with crab apples (that I definitely did not peel because I am not insane)

because my mom had a bumper crop this year. Any kind of apples will work and you can

mix up different varieties for layers of flavour.  

 



DELICIOUS APPLE CRISP (Printable PDF)

SO EXCITED TO ANNOUNCE

I am so excited to finally share Bump & Baby with you all! It's been a HUGE project, and

so much more time consuming than I originally anticipated, but definitely a labour of
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love. Bump & Baby is an online resource designed to connect new Edmonton mamas with

local retailers, service providers and makers that specialize in maternity and newborn

products, services and care for both mom and baby.

Many of you are aware that I have a passion for shopping locally when I can, and

supporting local businesses whenever possible. Bump & Baby was created in the spirit of

local supporting local and no resource has paid for their listing. It really is an extension

(albeit a big one) of #Yeg Spotlight, which I plan to continue using to feature local

businesses as well.

Bump & Baby is brand new, but is starting to grow organically with businesses reaching

out every day to be listed on the site. I have met some truly amazing women involved in

Edmonton's birth industry and am so happy for you to have the chance get to know them

as well. In addition to the Resources that are listed, there are new articles full of

knowledge and tips being posted every week courtesy of experts in all areas of Edmonton

maternity, birth and babies. I also plan to add some Birth Stories in the near future, so

please feel free to get in touch if you'd like to share yours!

I am so excited to see where Bump & Baby goes and what it becomes. I think it has such

amazing potential and I am excited to hear your feedback and suggestions!

Do you know any YEG businesses, makers, or service providers that should be included?

Get Listed! 

Check out Bump & Baby online and follow along on Facebook and Instagram!

AND LASTLY...
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BOOK MY SESSION!

Where are my Game of Thrones peeps at?!?  I am a little sorry (but very little) and I have

no excuse except I could NOT resist!

Book an Organic Family Portrait Session this fall and check two
things off of your huge to-do list at once:

update your family portraits with light-filled, connected
images
have beautiful, custom designed Christmas Cards featuring
your gorgeous family ready to go long before the craziness of
December hits

All Organic Family Sessions booked in September and October will
receive 24 Fine Art 5x7 Christmas Cards and envelopes (value:
100) included at no additional charge!

As an added bonus, save 25% off additional, identical sets!

https://redwagonphotography.ca/contact


jamie@redwagonphotography.ca 780-451-9132

More Yummy Light!

Stay cozy!
Jamie, Yummy Light Curator

PS: Clients:  If you have not yet done so, please opt-in to keep receiving the Yummy Light

Café in your inbox every month!
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